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Lincoln Leadership Strategy
Gene Griessman and Pat Williams, with Peggy Matthews Rose. (2009). Lincoln Speaks
to Leaders: 20 Powerful Lessons for Today’s from America’s 16th President. Elevate,
Charleston, South Carolina: Elevate, a part of advantage Media Group. 178p.
Introduction to the Contents in the above book
Part 0 is composed of four short essays, where this manuscript is the last 4th.
Policies are based on theory and practice, which must be proved theoretically and
empirically. And, policies are executed by a leader and leader’s initiative. The leader
pulls the country and determines the future sustainability and people-happiness by
country. Therefore, the writer sets this short essay as the settlement of Part 0.
The above book is well designed and strictly organized. Through this book, we
know the whole of the 16th Lincoln. This book reflects speechless distress of the 16th
Lincoln. On page 5, the following dedicates are stated: I dedicate this book to Coach
John Wooden, legendary YCLS baseball coach and another great American hero. His
love for Abraham Lincoln helped inspire my own. — Pat Williams. I dedicate this
book to Sharon Griessman — Gene Griessman, Ph.D.
On pages 6 to 8, Conclusive paragraphs appear, which the writer is really inclined
to cite each by each. On page 9, Contents follows by chapter, from C 1 (p. 11) to C20
(173). And, on pages 11-12, Introduction is stated by Pat Williams, Orlando, Florida,
Feb 2009. Strange to say, the writer has incidentally visited all of the spots described
in this book.
After chapters, on pages 174-176, ‘About the authors’ (Gene Griessman, Pat
Williams, and Peggy Matthews) is introduced and on pages 177-178, Acknowledgements are stated by Pat Williams and Gene Griessman.
Most attractive is the boxes, named by ‘Lincoln Lessons for Today,’ enclosed by
spares and also by two lines. The writer wishes, each by each for 20 chapters, to cite
all of boxes enclosed by two lines, before and after. But, the writer stopped typing all
of these boxes, because the simpler the better.
First, let the writer cite each paragraphs in ‘BOX two lines, before and after.’
C1, page 17: I hope the Load is on our side. I am not at all concerned about that, for I
know that the Lord is always on the side of the right. But it is my constant anxiety and
prayer that I and this nation should be on the Lord’s side.
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C2, page 22: It seemed to him manifest destiny. “I am get there,” he would say,
seemingly in the fullest confidence of realizing his prediction.
C3, page 31: Look at things not as they are, but as they can be. Visualization adds
value to everything. A big thinker always visualizes what can be done in the future. He
isn’t stuck with the present. 1
David J. Schwartz, Ph.D.
C4, page 36: Abraham Lincoln had the self-confidence and morale courage to make
difficult decisions and to stand behind them and accept the consequences. Gerald
Prokopowicz, Civil War expert, author, and host of Civil War Talk Radio
C4, page 37: Much has been written about Lincoln’s failures. It is true that Abraham
Lincoln had plenty of failures…in romance and business and politics.
But Lincoln
had many successes….As a lawyer, Lincoln tried over 5,000 cases. He did not win all of
them, but enough to make him famous. — Gene Griessman
C4, page 39: While presenting no indifference to earthly honors, I do claim to be
actuated in this contest by something higher than an anxiety for office. — A. Lincoln
C5, page 44: This great contest has been visibly held in the hands of Almighty God,
and is a fulfillment of the solemn prophecies with which the Bible is sown thick as stars,
that He would spare the soul of the needy, and judge the cause of the poor. It was He
who chose the instrument for this work, and he chose him with a visible reference to the
rights and interest of the great majority of mankind, for which he stood. — Harriest
Beecher Stowe, from her book Men of our times, Hartford Publishing Co., 1868
C5, page 46: I shall be most happy indeed if I should be a humble instrument in the
hands of the Almighty, and of this, his almost chosen people, for perpetuating the object
of that great struggle. — A. Lincoln, in a speech made en route to his inauguration
C5, page 48: It is not enough to do your best; you must know what to do, and THEN
do your best — W. Edwards Deming
C6, page 54: You must not wait to be brought forward by the older men….Do you
suppose that I should ever have got into notice if I had waited to be hunted up and
pushed forward by older man?
C6, page 56: The great quality of his appearance was benevolence and benignity: the
wish to do somebody some good if he could. — Charles Dana, Lincoln’s Assistant
Secretary of War
C6, page 57: “ If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew. To serve your turn
long after they are gone and so hold on when there is nothing in you. Except the Will
which says to them: ‘Hold on’;
1

The magic of Thinking Big by David J. Schwartz. New York: Fireside, Simon & Schuster,
1959. First FIRESIDE EDITION, 1987, p. 71.
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… If you can fill the unforgiving minute. With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run –
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it, And – which is more – you’ll be a Man my
son!
“IF,” by Rudyard Kipling
C7, page 61: Even after Lincoln became a successful lawyer, he did most of his
reading out loud, much to the annoyance of his law partner William Herndon. Lincoln
told one of his law clerks, “I write by ear. When I have put my thoughts on paper, I read
it aloud, and if it sounds all right, I just let it pass.” — Douglas L. Wilson, from
Lincoln’s Sword: The Presidency and the Power of Words (Alfred A. Knopf 2006)
C8, page 69: Lincoln learned to read in little schools on the frontier that were called
“blab schools.” These schools got their name from the common practice of requiring
students to recite their lessons out loud. — Gene Griessman
C8, page 70: Get the books and read and study them in their principal features; and
that is the main thing. The books, and your capacity for understanding them, are just the
same in all places. — A. Lincoln, Advice to an aspiring lawyer
C9, page 76: To a young man struggling with school: “Must” is the word. I know not
how to aid you, save in the assurance of one of mature age, and much severe experience,
that you cannot fail, if you resolutely determine, that you will not. — A. Lincoln
C9, page 78: I have found that when one is embarrassed, usually the shortest way to
get through with it is to quit talking about it or thinking about it, and go at something
else. — A. Lincoln
C9, page 79: Believing in certain great principles of government, [Lincoln] did not
complain because they were unacceptable to the people, having faith in their ultimate
triumph. — David Davis, U. S. Supreme Court Justice and Friend of Lincoln
C10, page 87: A capacity and taste, for reading gives access to whatever has already
been discovered by others. It is the key, or one of the keys, to the already solved
problems. And not only so. It gives a relish, and facility, for successfully pursuing the
unsolved ones. — A. Lincoln
C11, page 92: [Lincoln] is the first man I have talked with in the United States who in
no single instance reminded me of the difference between himself and myself, of the
difference of color. — Frederick Douglass, Former Slave, Abolitionist, and Orator
C11, page 94: This is the story of Lincoln’s political genius revealed through his
extraordinary array of personal qualities that enabled him to form friendships with men
who had previously opposed him; to repair injured feelings that, left untended, might
have escalated into permanent hostility; to assume responsibility for the failures of
subordinates; to share credit with ease, and to learn from mistakes.
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— Doris Kearns Goodwin, Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln.
New York: Simon & Schuster, 2005, Introduction
C11, page 94: I hope there will be no persecution; no bloody work after the war is
over. None need except me to take part in hanging or killing them. Enough lives have
been sacrificed. We must extinguish our resentment if we expect harmony and union.
— A. Lincoln to his cabinet, just hours before his assassination
C13, page 104: To everyone he was pleasant and cordial. Yet they all felt it was his
word that went at last; that every case was open until he gave his decision. This
impression of authority, or reserve force, Mr. Lincoln always gave to those around him.
— Charles Dana, Assistant Secretary of War under Lincoln
C13, page 106:

The better part of one’s life consists of his friendships. — A. Lincoln

C14, page 112: In Mr. Lincoln ‘s administration, the world has seen and wondered at
the greatest sign and marvel of our day, to wit, a plain working man of the people, with
no more culture, instruction, or education than any such working man may obtain for
himself, called on to conduct the passage of a great nation through a crisis involving the
destinies of the whole world.
— Harriet Beecher Stowe, Abolitionist and Author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
C14, page 115: If we could know where we are, and whither we are tending, we could
then better judge what to do, and how to do it. — A. Lincoln
C15, page 122: The true rule in determining to embrace or reject anything is not
whether it has any evil in it, but whether it has more of evil than of good. There are few
things wholly evil of wholly good. Almost everything is an inseparable compound of
the two, so that our best judgement of the preponderance between them is continuously
demanded.
— A. Lincoln
C15, page 124:
— A. Lincoln

Will springs from the two elements of moral sense and self-interest

C16, page 131: I account partially for his kindness to me because of the similarity
with which I had fought my way up, we both starting at the lowest round of the ladder.
— Frederick Douglass, Former Slave who became an internationally celebrated editor
and orator
C17, page 137: I have always wanted to deal with everyone I meet candidly and
honestly. If I have made any assertion not warranted by facts, and it is pointed out to me,
I will withdraw it cheerfully. — A. Lincoln
C17, page 139: Mr. Lincoln’s judgment was final in all that region of country. People
relied implicitly on his honesty, integrity, and impartiality.
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— R. B. Rutledge, New Salem Resident and Brother of Ann Rutledge
C18, page 147:
— A. Lincoln

Laughter is the joyous, beautiful, universal evergreen of life.

C18, page 149: The losses on either side at Chancellorsville were severe. That evening
I believed myself to be alone in the Executive Mansion, except for the President in his
room across the hall…
A dull, regularly repeated sound came out of Lincoln’s room through its half open door.
I became aware that this was the measured tread of the President’s feet, as he walked
steadily to and fro, up and down, on the farther side.
Two o’clock in the morning came, and Lincoln was walking still. It was a vigil with
God and with the future, and a long wrestle with disaster and, it may be, with himself.
It was almost three o’clock when I arose to go. I listened before going down, and the
last sound that I heard was the sentry-like tread with which the President was marching.
It was not yet eight o’clock in the morning when I was once more at the White House.
On reaching the second floor, I saw the President’s door wide open and looked in.
There he sat, near the end of the Cabinet table, with a breakfast before him. Just beyond
the cup of coffee at his right lay a sheet of paper, covered with fresh writing in his own
hand/ They were the orders under which General Meade shortly took (General Joe)
Hooker’s place and marched on to Gettysburg.
That long night and combat had been a victory, for he turned to me with a bright and
smiling face and talked with me as cheerfully as if he had not been up all night in that
room, face-to-face with Chancellorsville.”
— William Osborn Stoddard, one of Lincoln’s three personal secretaries in the White
House, abbreviated and excerpted from Intimate Memories of Lincoln, assembled and
annotated by Rockwell Wilson, Elmira, NY, the President Press, 1945, pp. 238, 239
C19, page 158: “Extemporaneous speaking should be practiced and cultivated,”
Lincoln wrote/ “It is the lawyer’s avenue to the public. However able and faithful he
may be in other respects, people are slow to bring him business, if he cannot make a
speech.”
When Lincoln spoke of extemporance speaking, he did not mean making totally
unprepared speeches — “writing it” we might call it today. Few speakers can trust the
moment or their wits alone for a good speech. Very, very few. — Gene Geriessman
C19, page 159: He was the most rapidly logical in any debate and yet he illustrated
every point by a humorous anecdote. — Longtime Lincoln Friend Joseph Gillespie
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C19, page 160: I determined to be so clear that no honest man could misunderstand
me and no dishonest one could successfully misrepresent me. — A. Lincoln
C19, page 162: [Lincoln’s] rejection of fine writing was as deliberate as St. Paul’s and
for the same reason — because he felt that he was speaking on a subject which must be
made clear to the lowest. — Harriet Beecher Stowe, Author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
C20, page 167: Every man is said to have his peculiar ambition. Whether it be true or
not, I can say for one that I have no other so great as that of being truly esteemed of my
fellow men, by rendering my self-worth of their esteem. — A. Lincoln
C20, page 169: I have an irresponsible desire to live till I can be assured that the world
is a little better for my having lived in it. — A. Lincoln
C20, page 170: I happen temporarily to occupy this big White House. I am a living
witness that any of your children may look to come here as my child’s father has.
— A. Lincoln
The writer has enjoyed typing the above paragraphs each by each, as if the writer is
Lincoln, so many memorials and commons.
Finally, the writer cites ‘BOX squared’ at each end of key chapters selected by the
writer. These boxes are respectively titled by ‘Lincoln Lessons for Today: Wisdom
to Apply Right Now,’ as follows:
C1 on page 20:
1. Challenge yourself to read at least one history book or biology a month.
2. Study the chronicles — the history, if you will — of your country, your stare, your
community, or your company, Understanding the past illuminates the future.
3. Learn to identify the key players, the men and the women who left the legacy you
have inherited. What would they have you do with that trust?
4. Look for “case studies” when you read. Ask these questions about each one: what
were problems that the leaders faced; what did they want to get or what did they
hope to achieve; what alternative tactics or strategies did they consider; what did
they actually do or not do; what were the results; and why.
C3 on page 29:
The writer has personally visited Savannah many times much more than other
American cities (except for Cambridge/Boston, as the second hometown of the writer’s).
For example, the writer, for the first time and repeatedly, joined the annual Conferences,
‘International Atlantic Economic Society’ (IAES, Atlanta), and Savannah. The founder
is John Virgo, who had understood my ideas to which no one paying attention. In Nov
2014 soon after the Conference, he left this world; and his wife, Katherine, sadly
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succeeded the founder. Savannah is also one of famous spots in the world among
artists and painters. Further, Savannah is historic spot in America, as shown by
Lincoln soon below.
How the Union benefitted from Lincoln’s slow thinking
In a letter to General Tecumseh Sherman following his dramatic March to the Sea,
as the 1864 Savannah Campaign has come to be known, Lincoln acknowledged his
apprehension regarding that event, which proceeded unhindered as a result of Lincoln’s
slow thinking ways.
“My dear General Sharman. Many many thanks for your Christmas gift — the
capture of Savannah. When you were about leaving Atlanta — the capture of
Savannah, I was anxious, if not fearful; but feeling that you were the better judge, and
remember that ‘nothing risked, nothing gained.’ I did not interfere. Now the undertaking
being a success, the honor is all yours; for I believe none of us went farther than to
acquiesce….”
C9 on page 83:
1. Learn self-control. Have you ever said something in anger that you now regret?
Learn from it! Next time, manage your anger.
2. Realize that haste really does make waste. Have you suffered a huge loss as a
result of a decision made too quickly? Learn from it! In the future, perform due
diligence before making any life-changing decisions.
3. Gain new skills where needed. Were you fired from a job you didn’t really know
how to do? Learn from it! Do what it takes to acquire the necessary knowledge and
try again.
4. Follow your heart. Have you failed at a job because it really wasn’t the right job for
you? Learn from it! Discover where your true passions lie and find a way to work in
that field.
5. Stand up for what you really believe in. Have you lost an argument you truly
believed in? Learn from it! Work on your communication skills so that next time the
opportunity presents itself, you will be ready. If your idea is a correct one, fight for
it. It may simply be ahead of its time.
C10 on page 90:
1. Look for something to improve every day! Maybe it’s how you dress — I know it
sounds shallow, but people do have to look at you, after all. Or maybe you can add a
new word to your vocabulary every day. Nothing improves your chances for success
more than your command of the language.
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2. Take baby steps. Keep in mind that improvement need not be radical — the best
way to improve is slowly, incrementally, one step, one day, at a time.
3. Don’t stop at self-improvement — look for ways to better your world. Let it be
said of you that you left the world a better place than the one you entered.
4. Believe in yourself! Lincoln said, “The way for a young man to rise is to improve
himself every way he can, never suspecting that anybody wishes to hinder him”
C11 on page 97:
1. We need to realize our interdependency. Lincoln said that in the settlements of the
frontier, people accepted one another because they needed one another. That fact has
not changed. We think we are more independent, but it’s not true. We need each
other more in our global economy than ever before.
2. You do not need to know everything! Surround yourself with a diverse team you
can learn from. Lincoln was not afraid of having men who disagreed with him on
his cabinet. He believed those divergent perspectives strengthened the team. It does!
3. See life through other people’s eyes. Seek out relationships with associates who
think differently from the way you view things. Seeing life from various worldviews
expands our thinking and enhances leadership ability. Just consider what American
could be like if Republicans and Democrats really tried to see the issues through
each other’s eyes?
C18 on page 155:
1. Surround yourself with genuine friends — people who’ll have a positive impact
on you and lift you up when you’re down.
2. Learn to love laughter. It’s certain to improve your looks — along with your
outlook!
3. Find time to be alone with yourself and wish God to draw strength and wisdom.
4. Refuse to brood! When the clouds begin gathering over your heart, blow them
away by finding something positive to listen to or do.
5. Pursue a mission bigger than yourself.
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Statistics against People Sadly in Japan
We can trust Statistics by country, except for some developing countries in Africa
Governments Permit item numbers, in five matured countries:
Japan 351, the US 133, Germany 64,
Note: Canada is less than the UK.

France 32, the UK 21.

What does this mean? It means, People in Japan eats additive harm foods
times, compared with the UK. The writer (Kamiryo), at the same
time, admires the cooperation among/between individuals and government/cabinet in
the UK. The writer wishes to know the case of Canada, which must be similar to or
less than the UK.
What does this imply honestly although regrettably? It implies that Government/
cabinet is closely connected with pharmaceutical industry and medical institutions,
public and private. Essentially, it implies that money is much more important than
human life or, human want is much stronger than human lifetime.
Then, what is the level of democracy? The writer believes, if individual’s want is
completely overlapped with government/cabinet want, democracy involved is highest.
The writer admires the UK rather than he is against government. Ultimately,
government has to take advantage of weakness of people by country, since under a
democracy-society system the number of votes is the target of politics and political
parties.
Let the writer review the natural side above, aiming at animal diet versus natural
foods. No one deny a fact that animal diet produces fighting spirit and that unpolished
or brown rice peaceful spirit.
Is it possible for human to control appetite? No, it is impossible, as cleared in an
old saying: a leader who controls appetite and/or bulimia is able to control the world.
Then, what does manage the feeling of fullness? The writer at least images, food
requirement is stronger than amount of drink. If one could shift appetite and bulimia
by exercise robustly towards decision-making aspiring ‘amount of drink’ rather than
‘food requirement,’ then one becomes thoroughly healthy and completes one’s lifespan.
Really, additive makes bulimia endless. For example, sauce leads the feeling of
fullness to zero. Seasoning accelerates appetite. What is antigenic substance?
Antigen-antibody reaction comes from body, which is given from the Nature/God.
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Three stems, at their best
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Kamiryo Family Memory

上領家記念誌

on 21 April 2016

The writer (i.e., Hideyuki Kamiryo 上領英之) spent the 21st April 2016; sincerely
and thankfully one whole day.
First of all, the writer must sincerely rise this date as the 90th birthday of Queen
Elizabeth 2nd, recollecting many days in Scotland, Ireland, and England, in my life work.
Incidentally, this date identifies the birthday of Wife, Toshiko Kamiryo 上領登志子.
Thus, this day we celebrated her birthday at home. She is now 80 years old, 5.5 year
difference from her husband, Hide, always after marriage.

On 21 April 2016, the writer incidentally got an impressive email from President of
Better Advances Press (BAP), Toronto, despite President does not know birthday of
Hide’s wife. President is Yisheng Huang and, who is the writer’s unique benefactor in
this actual world and for Hide’s lifework. Yisheng and Hide have produced four
books (May 2013, June 2014, July 2015, and Aug 2016 coming), together with BAP
staffs. Let Hide explain by the use of communication of email between the two.
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On 2016/04/22 5:56, book@bapress.ca wrote:
Dear Hide,
on April 21st, 2016
Good morning in Hiroshima from Toronto!
How are you today? Wish you a very nice day first.
According to your instructions, the six copies of your watercolors were
mailed to Library and Archives Canada by Canada Post today. An attached
letter to LAC was included too. Please see the attached scanned copy of
the letter. I am sorry that Yisheng couldn't do a very good scanning as
Hide does, for example, with the small gifts this week.
Your great idea of packing the art copies enlightened me. These copies
were rolled, instead of folded together, and tightened with a band.
Then, the art roll was held inside the plastic pipe you provided.
Wonderful!
Finally, the two hard paper boards you applied were reused. In order not
to push the art roll during delivery to LAC, two paper boards were
inserted into the padded envelopes to protect the art roll. Wonderful!
Please take it easy, as the spring is coming to us.
Wish you a very nice day!
Sincerely, with Hide and Hide's family, from Yisheng
Dear Yisheng:
on 22 April 2016
Good morning from Hiroshima to Yisheng family Toronto, Hide
Deeply impressed with your prompt action, watching your attachment herein.
One reason: Usually and naturally, a person takes one set for oneself. Another
reason: This one page must officially be Kamiryo family treasure.
At this moment, regarding two sets of hand-drawing of mine, just here my sincere
thankfulness to Yisheng and BAP and, CA government.
Your behavior is closest to God, I believe, with no compliment.
I have another reply to you in my PC desktop but; later I am emailing it after writing up
current feeling on 21st April 2016, my wife's birthday, 80 years old; with some pictures.
Sincerely yours with Yisheng family, from Hide
END of two emails between Yisheng and Hide
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On 21st April, sharp rainy day every one hour with no stop but, I had stayed three
hours at the old Bank of Japan building, Hiroshima. This old building now serves for
exhibitions and related others, directing human goal towards world peace. The
building was directly disaster by the Atomic-Bomb (the A-Bomb) on the 7th morning of
Aug 1945, just one week before the end of the 2nd World War. The writer also directly
watched this moment with two eyes from West of Hiroshima, during the rolling call
soon after middle-school boys’ 12 hours night work at Navy Tokuyama Factory.

During three hours in the A-Bomb Old Building near Hiroshima Peace Park, the
writer had carefully and repeatedly watched ‘Nakasuji Jun Photos‘ Exibition 中筋純写真
展; sometimes face to face talking with Nakasuji Jun 中筋純, who sits at the reception
desk. Writer respects his continuous efforts and also live in belief, as described in
Chugoku newspaper 中国新聞. A-Bomb Ties, the writer understands, connects the
writer with 中国新聞 and 中筋純.
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Also, the writer pays attention to Seiichi Motohashi 本橋成一. Motohashi is a
photographer and also movie director in Japan, although embarrassment but, the writer
has not known his wonderful life-work until recently. Motohashi has collected all the
images regarding the A-Bomb accident, Ukraine, and for the last 30 years. Motohashi
also continuously exhibited all of these images everywhere in the world. The life of
Motohashi (born in 1940) has been literally involved in theory=practice=history=
variety. The writer shall hopefully shake hands together with 中筋純 in the near future.

Here let us recollect corporate culture of Chugoku Newspaper. The writer
understands, peace-loving people in the world know this corporate culture of Chugoku
newspaper; as long as the writer has long investigated in the world trips every year.
This is because Takashi Hiraoka 平岡敬 has long experienced President of Chugoku
newspaper and also Mayor Hiroshima, with peaceful leadership in the world, together
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with other moderate A-Bomb leaders.
If coming book, “Historic Variety on the Earth” (the HVE, Aug 2016) is accepted
by growing public opinion, the writer intends to get active ideas from the best friend
and benefactor, President Yisheng Huang. And, from the viewpoint of “Arts, Sciences
and Communications,” the two, Yisheng and Hide, shall serve ever-lasting activities, in
order to preserve social publications and daily peace activities, private and public.
The writer still directly remembers some of photos collected by Nakasuji Jun 中筋
純, as shown above. For example, at platform of JR Hiroshima Station and also
Hiroden tram stations 広電電車停留所, passengers must wait for coming and with long
line. Also, the writer had to enter black freight car instead of car, where several people
were protrude without any handrail. Sadly but actually, the writer’s elder uncle, Naoki
直樹 cousin’s father, dropped on the railroad and instant death, sacrificed saving several
school girls at the same wide entrance of black fright car.
The A-Bomb burst at Navy Tokuyama Factory here repeating: The second year
school boys had tested every thirty minutes for oxalic acid 臭酸. On the date of the
end of war, Navy supervisor told us a fact such that oxalic acid makes a wood plane
called ‘Zero Plane’ for suicide attack fly double cruising distance or two times. It
means that the pilot can stay in the air double hours before falling into the sea. No
more gasoline existed in Japan at that time. School girls finishing primary school, at
ages of 13 and 14 years old, had collected everyday ‘pine tar 松脂’ into a small iron can
set using wire around each pine tree in the mountains and hills. Pine tar carry to
airfields, Navy and Army but no way how to carry since no coal available at that time.
Instead of pure coal, women or female workers old and young (men do not exist
inlands) dig raw coal, which does not have power to move locomotives. The writer
actually, soon after the War, worked for selling textbooks to primary and middle schools
in Yamaguchi Prefecture, from Shimonoseki to Iwakuni 下関―岩国, by using a bicycle,
alongside of JR railways. Joyfully, No More Human War; with no grudge at all.
Uphill locomotive cannot move but, downhill the same locomotive, very fast due to
its weight. On average, the speed of the bicycle and the locomotive are almost same.
I remember; the number of each locomotive so that this number makes the writer hurry
up. I also remember that he bought this bicycle at 5,000 Yen, although it was rusty and
dirty; accordingly, with repair tools for puncture and, umbrella.
Why was the writer so strong in the use of bicycle? Because the writer earned cash
by selling charcoal in weekend when no classes at school. One night rip into deep
mountains, where the writer worked for making charcoal, running round trip 32km.
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Above:

Chernobyl 30 years safety question damages, Ukraine.

Below, from right to left: Philip Hammond, Secretary of State for Defence, the UK;
John Forbes Kerry, United States Secretary of State; and Fumio Kishida,
Hiroshima Councilor.

Hiroshima Peace Park on 11 April, Chugoku Newspaper, by Kyoko Shinmoto 新本恭子
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Finally, let us indicate a terrible fact of freedom ranking by country, published by
RSF 1 (Response Surface Function):
As shown below, Japan recession to 72, 2016 from 61, 2015. The best five is
Finland, Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, and New Zealand. The writer understands,
the current situation 21 April 2016, Japan, recalls the writer during the 2nd world War
when he was the 2nd year of middle school boy. The writer is thankful to RSF, Paris,
from the heart of mind and afraid of past days. The current government takes
advantage of moderate character of Japanese so that history sadly repeated once a while
when remembrance disappears. People by country has her/his own responsibility and
none others, the writer reconfirms this severe fact herein.

As the writer writes up repeatedly in Short Essays, small-populated countries are
naturally happy to be able to autonomy. Local government and autonomy are twins
since small-populated countries perceive the choice between default or high inflation
much severely than one in large-populated or growing-population countries.
1

To provide a method for improving precision in estimation of electric characteristics by creating
an RSF (Response Surface Function) without defending on the unit structure of a wiring structure
to be evaluated or increasing the number of items…
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PS to Yisheng privately regarding Memory Record on 23 April 2016
24 April 2016, Hideyuki Kamiryo
Chugoku newspaper, Hiroshima (most reliable and always peace-oriented for the
last 70 years after the 2nd War), dated on 24 April (Sunday) reports two memorial facts,
as shown by (1) and (2) below. Hide wants to convey the two news stories, with his
interpretation for Japanese heart, as shown by (3) on the next page, believing joyful and
peaceful future in reality.
(1) Under high-aged population by city, two NGP decided to close each activity. For
example, (i) Old-Tadanoumi Student Mobilization to 13-14 middle-school pupil.
According to Hirata, President, 89 years old, average age is now about 90 years old
and cannot open a meeting. Also, the number of members reduced from 129 to 45.
(ii) Ookuno-Setoda Social Gathering, Onomichi City. Number of members is 35
and, President Hashimoto decided to dissolution if she could not find a successor.

Map Island Ookuno, covered by Mihara, Takehara,

Ehime
Hide had visited this Island with seminar
students every year, two hours running the top and
down, with wild rabbits. Hide had loved these
rabbits. These rabbits want vegetables friendly so
that we bought vegetables with us just before boating to the Island. Hashimoto
engaged the work making fire balloon. Hide, with this newspaper today, wants to
see her this spring to get data for story teller in the future.
(2) Another news story of Chugoku newspaper
dated on 24 April 2016 is this (see
http://hiroshima-letters.net): The transition
of every ten years regarding publications
related to the A-bomb is the following:
Two Data sources above: Chugoku newspaper, Hiroshima, on 24 April 2016.

(3) Interpretation for Japanese heart that its individuals as a whole never want talking
about past facts but joyfully peaceful future in reality. Some media may want
story with biased intention, which differs from neutral heart of the Japanese at all.
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Historic Variety on the Earth

Media has its proper important role to convey whatever, thinking of never change
in the future and also obeying the market principles vertical by goods, services, and
software. The writer sometimes doubts or loses belief when he connects some news
with others. A typical case is this: Currently, Earth Quake Kumamoto 熊本大地震, is
reported by media minute by minute or second by second but, should these reports be
reported independently of human target or interpretation of human born?
It is most important for human to love live and lifespan. Of course, no one can
deny and just pray for live and death by person. Personally and privately, however, the
writer always thinks of the Atomic Bomb burst instance one week before the end of the
War, as a boy who looked at the scene with two eyes. Female who wants babies
cannot talk about her relative/ancestor experiences or kin for 500 years at least. This is
common sense.
Some media, however, fiddle with and intentionally past facts. Words produce
meaningless results endlessly and irresponsibly so that we should not talk about past
facts. This is the writer’s belief. Rather, we human beings should talk about future
and, hopefully and peacefully, returning back to the essence of human born. Is this
religious notion? No. beyond religious belief, human returns human and turns to
closer Nature.
Then, why should not we talk about the importance of life and life span reflecting
on the Atomic Bomb burst instance? Is this intentional? Never, just like Bible or the
Sculptures. We should be honest feelings. The unique condition is such feelings that
we never repeat the past and no more past talking. We must walk looking above, they
say. The same is true that we look at future and never past. This is the writer’s belief.
Past does not exist at all, seen and unseen overlapped.
Therefore, and only for future human existence;
Never forget ‘Pika ピカ, light and then, Don ドン, sound’ of a moment of the
A-bomb. The writer’s benefactors, teachers, colleagues, and friends in the world know
Japanese heart much more than one domestically. Japanese heart penetrates deeply
into people in the world, apart from leading yet cooperatively and peacefully with all
the people by country, where Japanese heart is most happy.
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